Introducing the EMS polyIII

the solution for
Evaporation-Controlled Automated Embedding and Polymerization

- Automates embedding
- Reduces hands-on time
- Minimizes exposure to hazardous and irritating chemicals
- Reduces solvent and resin use
- Facilitates the processing of up to 52 samples in one instrument run
- Prevents specimen loss

The EMS POLY III is an instrument for the embedding of specimens by the proper combination of pressure and temperature. Central to the instrument is a specimen chamber that is temperature controlled and which can be heated up from room temperature to 70°C. The pressure in the chamber can be reduced from ambient pressure to a controlled level with an inbuilt vacuum-pump. The instrument chamber accepts up to 52 BEEM specimen vials, and features preset programs which can be modified according to the user’s preference. In the presets pressure and temperature settings have been coordinated and optimized for an efficient removal of solvent from the specimens. Bulk removal of solvent is followed by steps for the thorough removal of trace amounts.

As a practical approach the instrument can be loaded by the end of a workday and (when using acetone or propylene oxide) by the next morning the vials are ready for polymerization after the vials have been topped up with pure resin.

A lengthy and sometimes tedious manual procedure now reduced to a few simple steps.

Yeast cells were fixed with glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer, washed in distilled water and postfixed with 1% KMnO4 in distilled water.

Facilitates the processing of up to 52 samples in one instrument run.

A choice of 3 embedding programs in the EMS POLY III for 3 different solvents. They have been pre-programmed for general use but the user can change the programs to fit specific specimens.

EMS has it!

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION...

Electron Microscopy Sciences

P.O. Box 550 • 1560 Industry Rd.
Hatfield, Pa 19440
Tel: (215) 412-8400
Fax: (215) 412-8450
email: sgkcck@aol.com
or stacie@ems-secure.com
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Bruker microCT

SKYSCAN 1272
Performance Beyond Researchers’ Imaginations

- More than 200 Megapixel (14450 x 14450 pixels) in every virtual slice through objects,
- More than 2600 such slices can be reconstructed after a single scan,
- Due to phase-contrast enhancement, object details down to 0.4μm can be detected,
- 20-100kV X-ray source, 6-position filter changer, integrated micropositioning stage,
- World’s fastest hierarchical 3D reconstruction (InstaRecon®) with 20x...100x speed-up,
- 2D/3D image analysis, task lists, user plug-ins, surface and volume rendering,
- 16-position sample changer with auto adjustment of magnification and scanning protocol,
- The results can be exported to iPhone / iPad / Androids for 3D rendering by supplied software.

Object: Mantis, an insect that is known for its aggressiveness: the females eat the males after mating.
Origin: Namibia
Preparation: air-dry, no staining
Micro-CT scanning and 3D volume rendering using SkyScan1272
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- Cleanest EDS spectra for optimal-quality tomography
- Atomic level characterization over the widest range of materials
- Highest resolution (60pm) with largest UHR pole gap
- Best resolution for in-situ and 3D microscopy
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Isn’t it about time you had your own Digital Microscope?

Now you can with the portable, affordable uScopeMXII!

The uScopeMXII is a small digital desktop microscope you can use in your workplace or home office. It captures images from standard glass slides and sends them to your PC.

You can interactively browse slides with full control of focus, image processing, and location. You can also scan regions of interest creating fully focused image sets.

The industry-standard USB interface makes it simple to plug in and get started. It easily interfaces with your desktop or laptop PC and allows you to view and capture slide images in a wide variety of environments.

The uScopeMXII is designed and manufactured in the United States.

Isn’t it about time you had your own Digital Microscope?

Call us today for a quote or to schedule a demonstration

http://www.uscopes.com/dz1
http://www.uscopes.com/dz2
http://www.uscopes.com/dz3
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4 Techniques – 1 Workflow.

ESPRIT 2, the only software which combines 4 microanalysis methods.

- Comprehensive management of analysis and results from EDS, WDS, EBSD and Micro-XRF with one software
- Complementary techniques provide you the most accurate and reliable results
- Zeta factor quantification for characterization of thin layers

Someone has to be first.

www.bruker.com/esprit2
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Free customer service
Sectioning tests with biological and material research specimens of all kinds. We send you the sections along with the surfaced sample, a report on the results obtained and a recommendation of a suitable knife. Complete discretion when working with proprietary samples.

Re-sharpening and reworking service
A re-sharpened Diatome diamond knife demonstrates the same high quality as a new knife. Even knives purchased in previous years can continue to be re-sharpened. The knives can be reworked into another type of knife for no extra charge, e.g. ultra to cryo or 45° to 35°.

Exchange service
Whenever you exchange a knife we offer you a new DiATOME knife at an advantageous price.

DiATOME U.S.
P.O. Box 550 • 1560 Industry Rd. • Hatfield, Pa 19440
Tel: (215) 412-8390 • Fax: (215) 412-8450
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Over 40 years of development, manufacturing, and customer service
NEW!
JSM-7200F —
10X to 1,000,000X, compact
nanolaboratory, ultrahigh
resolution FE SEM

NEW!
JSM-IT100 —
up to 300,000X, SE-BSE-EDS,
LV/HV, versatile compact SEM

NEW!
JCM-6000Plus NeoScope —
10X-60,000X, SE-BSE-EDS, LV/HV

Call us for a demo today!
See our full suite of JEOL SEMs.

* Courtesy of José R. Almodóvar Rivera, University of Puerto Rico Mayagüez Campus
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GV10x
Downstream Plasma Cleaner

www.ibssgroup.com
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THE NEW DESK V
THE GOLD STANDARD IN SAMPLE PREPARATION

Now upgraded with storage for up to ten recipes and a color touch screen display, the Desk V HP delivers breakthrough electron microscopy sample preparation.

DENTON VACUUM
BARRIERS BECOME BREAKTHROUGHS

Visit us at:
www.dentonvacuum.com/mt
Reveal unique insights into the chemical and electronic properties of materials at the microscopic level using cathodoluminescence. See how the ChromaCL2™ system unearths geochemical processes, including crystalline growth, mineral dissolution, plus sedimentary and metasedimentary rock provenance.

Epoxy mount of heavy-mineral separates acquired with a Gatan ChromaCL2 system; image courtesy of Dr. Clayton Loehn, the Arizona LaserChron Imaging Facility, University of Arizona. 
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Octane Elite - A New Breed of Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)

- Light element sensitivity increased up to 60% using new Si$_3$N$_4$ window
- Highest throughput SDD on the market
- Unparalleled resolution stability
- Highly reliable and moisture tolerant
- Safe for plasma cleaning